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	In the data-centered world, backup and duplication is an important factor that keeps your computer network fail-safe and healthy. Backup solutions allow you to quickly recover from power failures, damaged hardware and hacker attacks.


	"Network Backup with Bacula" is a practical guide to setting up the Bacula backup system using a number of sequential recipes, ranging from the simplest to intricate ones, which will give you knowledge needed to build a self-contained backup infrastructure.


	"Network Backup with Bacula" contains the instructions on setup and configuration of various Bacula components as well as information to help you painlessly integrate your Windows and Linux workstations into the backup system.


	You will learn how to setup Bacula Director and Storage, how to backup Linux and Windows clients, ways to overcome limitations implied by firewall protection, and specific cases of backup for MySQL, OpenLDAP, Postfix. You will also learn different scheduling strategies and various other tips.


	With Network Backup with Bacula, you will learn everything you need to know to create an autonomous backup solution for your computer network.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		How to set up Bacula Director and Storage components
	
		Backing up directories from Linux and BSD workstations
	
		Scheduling your backups
	
		Backing up data from MySQL and PostgreSQL
	
		Backing up mailboxes from Postfix and Zarafa
	
		Overcoming firewall to back up the machine from the different network
	
		Using multiple backup storage servers
	
		Quirks of backing up Windows workstations



	Approach


	This book is a practical, task-based, how-to guide that starts with setup and configuration of various Bacula components and then takes the reader through different scheduling strategies and various other tips.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for junior network administrators familiar with Linux or BSD who are looking for a simple and consistent network backup solution. It's assumed that you are able to set up and configure a Linux or BSD server and are familiar with local network layouts and routing.
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SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure & XML Programming (2nd Edition)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Design T-SQL and SQLXML Solutions

Discover the key concepts, techniques, tips, and tricks professional developers need to know in order to take full advantage of stored procedures in the SQL Server environment. SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure & XML Programming, Second Edition teaches you to manage SQL Server resources using...
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Qt 5 Projects: Develop cross-platform applications with modern UIs using the powerful Qt frameworkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Design, build, and deploy powerful applications with amazing user interfaces on embedded, mobile, and desktop platforms

	
		Key Features

		
			Easily compile, run, and debug your applications from the powerful Qt Creator IDE
	
			Future-proof your applications with Qt Test and modern...
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Combinatorics, Automata and Number Theory (Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	This collaborative volume presents recent trends arising from the fruitful interaction between the themes of combinatorics on words, automata and formal language theory, and number theory. Presenting several important tools and concepts, the authors also reveal some of the exciting and important relationships that exist between these...
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A Cell Biologist's Guide to Modeling and BioinformaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A step-by-step guide to using computational tools to solve problems in cell biology
Combining expert discussion with examples that can be reproduced by the reader, this text introduces an array of informatics tools that are available for analyzing biological data and modeling cellular processes. You learn to fully leverage public databases and...
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Building XML Web Services for the Microsoft .NET PlatformMicrosoft Press, 2002
You can hardly pick up a technical magazine, developer  conference brochure, or corporate IT strategy document without seeing a  reference to Web services. So what is all the hype about? Simply put, Web  services allow developers to create unrestricted applications—applications that  span different operating systems,...
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The Project Management Life Cycle: A Complete Step-By-Step Methodology for Initiating, Planning, Executing & Closing a Project SuccessfullyKogan Page, 2006
Over the past 20 years, businesses around the world have undergone rapid change. No longer are customers happy with their ‘status quo’ products or services: they expect businesses to adapt rapidly to the changing environment by providing more offerings, cheaper and faster than before. This rate of change has forced businesses to...
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